
FORBIDDEN FRUIT 

   

(ACTUAL PICTURE OF OUR PHENO) 

From Leafly: 

Forbidden Fruit is the mouthwatering cross of Cherry Pie x Tangie. This sumptuous genetic cross 

expresses a beautiful dense bud structure with deep purple hues, dark green foliage, and wiry orange 

hairs. The terpene profile is a perfect mixture of Cherry Pie’s musky, sweet cherry undertones and 

Tangie’s loud tropical flavors. There are also notes of pine, mango, and passionfruit candy. The indica 

effects hit hard between the eyes and lay into the body with each hit. Forbidden Fruit’s deep physical 

relaxation and mental stoniness make it perfect for dulling minor physical discomfort and discarding 

stress. 

Internet: 

This 70/30 hybrid is made by crossing two extremely flavorful and effects-heavy strains, Cherry Pie and 

Tangie, to create a well-balanced, delicious nighttime bud. 

The THC levels in this indica-dominant strain are regularly reaching heights of 26% or more, giving users 

a powerful high that begins in your head, but rounds out with you completely couch locked and/or 

asleep.  

As its parentage would suggest, this is a flavorful bud packed with bright cherry sweetness, tropical 

fruitiness, citrus and pine tones, and a smooth musky aftertaste.  

The aromas of pine, lemon, and cherry complement the rich coloring of this forest green and purple 

nugget.  

To round out the aesthetic these buds are covered in trichomes, sticky resin, and a thin spattering of 

orange hairs. 

If Forbidden Fruit’s flavor profile didn’t get you, the high certainly will. This smooth burning bud offers 

users a break from coughing fits and induces an immediately chill mind, great for unwinding at the end 

of the day.  



This nightcap strain builds through the head and neck, making its way to the rest of your body with an 

almost tranquilizer-like relaxation and will almost instantly give you that sleepy feeling. Though it won't 

completely knock you out right away, this strain is euphoric and uplifting but definitely aims to give you 

a great night of sleep. 

Forbidden Fruit may sound daunting when you hear it, but this plant actually isn’t too hard of a grow. It 

is recommended for those with skills at least intermediate level or above.  

Expect a flowering time of around 10 weeks and an average yield in the right conditions. 

Way of Leaf: 

Forbidden Fruit is an indica-dominant strain bound to intoxicate the senses through a relaxing and 

euphoric high. It is accompanied by its fruity and mysterious flavor consisting of notes of deep, earthy, 

nuttiness and citrus-like tanginess. This strain is commonly used for muscular problems of all sorts, and 

especially helpful for conditions like MS. 


